


PREDICTABLE?

A thorough analysis of 
previous two war winters 
indicate  a clear answer:

YES!

Cold, snow and ice stopp Hitler‘s drive to 
smash the Red Army by „Blitzkrieg “, as early

as 5th December 1941!



THESIS
Without execution of naval warfare, the weather 

conditions would have been much milder in 
fall/winter of 1941/42!

What caused the forecasting failure?
• Since times unremembered, meteorology granted to th e

influence of oceans on weather and climate too litt le 
attention!

• Therefor it did not cross their minds that naval warfare
caused extreme winter 1939/40 and 1940/41

German adviser regarded a third harsh winter in row  
the least of possible options, because it never 

happened since records were taken!

A grand miscalculation was the result !



Soviet Baltic Fleet
consisted of six large 

war ships, 21 
destroyers, 65 

submarines, mine-
layers 6, 48 torpedo 

boats and 700 aircraft.

About

figures

per
22. 

June
1941

German Kriegsmarine
mobilized a hundred 

warships, including 10 
large minelaying vessels, 
28 torpedo boats and 2-3 
dozen minesweepers. Air 
support was provided by 

Luftwaffe. 

An all-time
campaigne

rolled
eastward,

together with

naval war  
in the

Baltic !

Assault
on Russia
started on 
22. June

1941



Fighting in the Baltic generated severest
winter since 1757!

Example : 
Stockholm



Extreme temperature deviations need to be explained!



The New York Time brought the news on December 9th 1941: 
“Nazis give up idea of Moscow in 1941. Winter 
forces abandoning big drives in the north until 

spring, Berlin says”

Very early and severe winter conditions stopped
German advances in early December 1941.



Gösta Liljequist wrote the official Swedish sea ice report for winter 1941/42 
(Liljequist, 1942). He expressed his amazement about the winter 1941/42 as 
follows:

After the two hard winters of 1939/40 and 1940/41 a nd the 
difficulties they generated for the shipping and th e fuel 
supply for the country, one has awaited and expecte d that the 
winter of 1941/42 was expected to return to predomi nantly 
mild conditions. Instead this winter became one of the 
toughest, if not the severest of all winters during  the last 200
years.

The entire world is hot! But the Balic region shivers!



Stockholm‘s winter conditions
(Dec/Jan/Feb) 1941/42



A stirred and shaken Baltic Sea lost to 
early to much  heat, to ensure a mild 

winter!
__Presumably many million 

explosions above and below 
the sea surface have never 

been counted. 
__Total losses for the Baltic Fleet were 120 
naval and 90 non-military vessels. 
__The Reichsmarine lost about 50 ships and 
about 15 cargo ships (some to German 
mines). 
__The Baltic countries lost 100 merchant 
vessels, most of them sailing under the 
Russian flag.
__Sweden and Finland lost about 15 naval 
vessels.



What other cause could explain the unique temperature
deviation across the Baltic region?

Here: 1st Quarter 1939 vs. 1942



Deviation across the Baltic region
HERE: December to May 1941/42 vs. 1930-1939



Deviation across the Baltic region
Here: Sweden January, February & March 1942





Swedish meteorlogist Gösta Liljequist wrote (1942):

The winter 1941/42 was colder than the winter 
1939/40 and 1940/41. At Stockholm it was one 
of the coldest winters since 1756 when regular 
temperature observation were started. If we 
graduate the severity of a winter according to the 
value of the mean temperature of the three 
coldest months of the winter half year, 1941/42 
is found to be the coldest since 1756; …..



The impact of the Baltic on weather prevented
Germany from reaching Moscow !

Red Army strikes back!



By the end of 1941, the invasion had cost the German Army the 
lives of 174,000 men, plus another 600,000 wounded and 36,000 
missing. The material loss amounted to 758 bomber planes, 568 
fighter planes and 767 other types of airplanes. The loss of tanks, 
guns and vehicles was immense. In contrast, the losses suffered 
by the Russians were often considerably higher, as they were 
irreversible: 3,000,000 dead persons, plus 1 to 3 million wounded 
and sick.

Operation Barbarossa was the largest military operation in history in both
manpower and casualties. Regions covered by the operatio n became the site of 

some of the largest battles, deadliest atrocities, high est casualties, and most
horrific conditions for Soviets and Germans alike—all of  which influenced the

course of both World War II and 20th-century history. (source: wikipedia)



Naval war had a decisive impact on 
Baltic sea water condition, which influenced

regional air temperature! 



The harsh condition at HELSINKI and elsewhere acros s Europe 
are caused by fighting in the marine environment wi th 

unimaginable intensity for several months, as shown  by a 
military statement from Finland on 7th December 194 1. 

That Finland was actively involved in this mission is illustrated in the ‘Finnish 
communiqué’ issued on December 7, 1941 (Extract from NYT, December 8, 
1941):
Sea: Between Seivasto and Ino our coastal guns engaged in ba ttle with 
an enemy fleet unit headed towards Kronstadt. An enemy  battery at 
Yhinmaki participated. One enemy destroyer was hit. A snowstorm 
interrupted the battle.
Karelian Isthmus: The enemy was active. Our artillery and trench mortars 
scored direct hits.
Svir River Front: Our own artillery scored hits on artillery stations and 
trenches.
East Front: In the north enemy attacks were repulsed. In the south, after 
fierce fighting, our troops captured the town of Karhumaeki.
Air: Our own air forces bombed military targets.



Baltic sea ice development since November 1941 is
worth a detailed investigation as there are several
indications toward an influence of naval warfare.
__Despite low temperatures in late 1941, sea ice remained mod erate until

end of January 1940, but
__by about 11th February 1942 the entire Baltic was ice covere d for only
the second time after 1883.   



Already 1944 Groismayr expressed his 
estonishment about the first three war 
winters! Scientifically quite curious , 

but very impressive !



What is the use of statistics on climate, if science is not
able and willing to analyse the most dramatic, if not

completely incredible deviation from average:
EXAMPLE 1 – Baltic ice cover over 150 years!



EXAMPLE 2
Western Baltic ice cover over 500 years!



Science also keeps silent about EXAMPLE 3, 
presenting data available from seven decades!

How much ignorance can be tolerated ?


